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I

n the aftermath of a devastating
tornado, undergraduate meteorology
students from the University of Northern Colorado (UNC) worked alongside
professional crisis counselors to provide
severe weather education within local
schools and community settings. In
providing this volunteer service, students
learned about the long-term physical and
psychological recovery process endured
by storm survivors. Congruently, crisis counselors found that this weather
education campaign helped open new
dialogues with storm survivors that
furthered the collective efforts of several
recovery and counseling organizations.
We expect that lessons learned from this
opportune collaborative experience will
help guide innovation in outreach opportunities for students while informing
weather professionals about crisis counseling programs commonly activated
to aid survivors in storm recovery (e.g.,
Elrod et al. 2006).

PRESIDENTIAL DISASTER
DECLARATION. A large tornado
formed on 22 May 2008 near the town
of Gilcrest, Colorado, at 1726 UTC
(11:26 AM MDT) and remained on the
ground for 62 km while moving toward
the northwest (Fig. 1). One fatality
occurred at Missile Silo Park in west
Greeley, and damage was especially
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

F ig . 1. Ground track of tornado passing through Weld and
Larimer Counties, Colorado, on 22 May 2008. Radar reflectivity
image shows the storm size and position at 1744 UTC (11:44 AM
MDT). Tornado track data and reflectivity image (decluttered)
were provided by the NWS (2009).
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concentrated within the town of Windsor. Storm
survey teams found that the tornado attained a width
of approximately 1.6 km and assigned it an EF-3 intensity rating (NWS 2009; Storm Prediction Center
2009). The tornado was quite unusual for Colorado
in terms of its time of occurrence, speed and direction of movement and size and intensity (NWS 2009;
Schumacher et al. 2010). These factors indirectly
caused challenges for the effective communication
of severe weather warnings during the event and the
emergency first response after the event (Schumacher
et al. 2010).
In the days following the storm, coordinated damage assessment surveys by local, state, and federal
agencies indicated that 858 residences were affected,
including 78 residences that were completely destroyed (FEMA 2009a). President George W. Bush
declared the event a major disaster on 26 May 2008,
designated FEMA-1762-DR. This declaration activated latent FEMA recovery programs designed to
help individuals, businesses, and local government
recover from the storm.
PARTNERS IN RECOVERY. Colorado Spirit.
FEMA-funded assistance programs for presidential
disaster declarations include crisis counseling assistance and training programs (CCPs), administered
by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration (Flynn 1994; Norris et al. 2005;
Elrod et al. 2006; Norris and Bellamy 2009; LeBlanc
et al. 2010). In the aftermath of the tornado, the
Colorado Department of Human Services’s Division
of Behavioral Health applied for and was granted
CCP funding to establish Colorado Spirit (Drennen
2009; FEMA 2009b). This outreach group consisted
of specialists having diverse expertise areas who collectively sought to provide tornado survivors with
information, case management, referrals, education
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Table 1. Timeline of the Colorado Spirit CCP.
13 Jun 2008

Began 60-day ISP

12 Aug 2008

ISP extension granted during the RSP
application review

1 Nov 2008

Began 9-month RSP

31 Jul 2009

CCP ends

line of the Colorado Spirit CCP is shown in Table 1,
including the Initial Services Program (ISP) and the
need-based extension into the Regular Services
Program (RSP).
As Colorado Spirit counselors began moving
door-to-door to proactively contact every resident
affected by the tornado, they discovered the need to
allay fears about severe weather that beset residents
within their service area, especially children (Fig. 2).
Similar effects on the mental health of children
and their families were noted in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina and other disasters (Norris et al.
2002; Wachtendorf et al. 2008; Kilmer et al. 2010;
Roberts et al. 2010). The Colorado Spirit counselors
concluded that determined and creative outreach
throughout the school systems was needed to engage
children at different venues. Hence, they sought
assistance from the UNC undergraduate meteorology program to begin a weather education outreach
campaign. This partnership began as an experimental effort that has no known precedent in any prior
CCP and therefore typifies the adaptive thinking
expected of CCPs for disaster recovery (Flynn 1994;
Norris et al. 2005).
UNC student chapter of the American Meteorological
Society. The UNC Student Chapter of the American
Meteorological Society (UNC AMS) has adopted
“scholarship, service, and camaraderie” as its organizing theme. The chapter’s faculty advisor (Nutter)
consistently encourages students to seek or develop
volunteer service opportunities as a means for professional development while raising awareness about
the AMS within the local community. This approach
to volunteer service does not involve specific learning objectives or assessment and therefore is not
considered service learning or formalized outreach
(e.g., Burns 1998; Koehler et al. 1999; Francek 2002;
Gutstein et al. 2006; Rao et al. 2007; Roebber et al.
2010). Instead, these activities are more appropriately
classified as informal outreach (Kesidou and Koppal
2004; Rao et al. 2007; Brownlee 2008; Norris and
Bellamy 2009).
During the 2006 academic year, UNC AMS student leaders constructed a tornado vortex model to
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provide a memorable conversation starter for school
children. The tornado model was constructed by
closely following plans posted online by the NWS
Forecast Office in Huntsville, Alabama (www.srh.
noaa.gov/media/hun/TornadoMachinePlans.pdf).
Once the tornado model was constructed, students
worked through their faculty advisor to arrange visits
to local elementary schools, where the curriculum
includes a weather unit for second and sixth graders.
Other simple experiments involving temperature,
pressure, clouds, and moisture were included in the
presentation. Initial contacts were made through the
school district’s science curriculum leader and a few
specific teachers known through existing relationships with UNC personnel. Teachers then began to
inform colleagues about the UNC AMS outreach
activities, thereby creating more opportunities for
presentation. The UNC AMS faculty advisor led a few
school visits, but most presentations paired a junior
or senior meteorology student with an underclassman
to assure continuity. Casual feedback from teachers
and thank-you notes written by children helped the
chapter’s faculty advisor guide improvements to
content and more closely align the presentation with
curriculum objectives.
RECOVERY THROUGH WEATHER EDUCATION. Given their preexisting outreach program,
approximately 15 UNC AMS students readily accepted the invitation to partner with Colorado Spirit
to help tornado survivors restore normalcy while
building resiliency to future severe weather events.
Presentations were primarily delivered to elementary
school children in their schools; however, several were
tailored to suit audiences, including adult members
of the general community in public venues such as
libraries, churches, and community centers. The most
common delivery method utilized visual aids such as
the tornado model, simple interactive experiments,
a PowerPoint slide show, or open discussion (Fig. 3).
In each of the 37 presentations, UNC AMS students
reviewed the severe weather conditions of 22 May
2008, assessed the general climatology of severe and
hazardous weather in northern Colorado, and discussed best practices for severe weather preparation
and safety.
While summarizing the events of 22 May 2008,
students presented information similar to that shown
by Schumacher et al. (2010), although in a more generalized context suited for nonscientific audiences.
Specifically, a center of low pressure was shown
over northeastern Colorado, along with attendant
contrasting air masses and frontal boundaries. The
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

storm path and its radar signature were shown (e.g.,
Fig. 1) to reveal the intensity, timing, and direction
of motion of the tornado. The storm summary was
delivered quickly to minimize the resurgence of negative memories, but it was important to help residents
understand what happened. More importantly, its
purpose was to show that meteorologists understand
why the storm occurred (i.e., it was not a random,
mystical event) while preparing the audience to consider its climatological significance.
Using data similar to that presented by Schumacher
et al. (2010), UNC AMS students demonstrated that
the historical occurrence of tornadoes having similar
intensity, direction of motion, and time of occurrence

Fig. 2. A preschool child’s drawing of flying glass documents a terrifying experience as the tornado struck
the Windmill Child Enrichment Center, partially
removing the roof surface, breaking windows, and destroying the playground. The center’s staff is credited
with taking swift and appropriate action to protect
children from suffering from injuries during the encounter. The drawing was made during an individual
counseling session in which a counselor sought to help
the child regain control over nightmares and fears
about ordinary weather. This artwork was displayed
on a bulletin board in the Colorado Spirit office to
help counselors sustain a high level of motivation and
creative thinking.
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as the 22 May 2008 event is highly unusual for northeastern Colorado. The presentation stopped short of
suggesting a similar event could never reoccur, but it
did indicate that residents could let the professional
meteorological community handle the watching and
worrying. A National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) weather radio was then
brought out and played to demonstrate that professionals are always watching the weather. Residents
were encouraged to purchase a weather radio for
home use while being told about other means of communicating weather watches and warnings, such as
radio, television, internet, and mobile devices.
Other types of severe weather were also addressed
in the presentation. Emphasis was placed on lightning,
flash floods, and snow as conditions that residents of
northeastern Colorado would most likely experience
in the future. Safety lessons accompanied each of
these topics, including the “30/30 rule” for lightning,
“turn around, don’t drown” for flash floods, and a list
of things to have in the car for winter travel.
Children especially enjoyed playing a game called
Good Cloud, Bad Cloud, wherein a variety of cloud

Fig. 3. UNC meteorology majors teaching elementary
school students about severe weather. Here, the presentation utilizes a homemade tornado vortex model
as a means to inspire discussion and questions.
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photographs were shown and children were asked
to yell out whether they thought it was a “good”
cloud or a “bad” cloud. If disagreement ensued,
the UNC AMS student presenters would engage a
discussion to help the children understand the appropriate answer. Cloud images for this game were
contributed by UNC AMS students or viewed online
(at http://cloudappreciationsociety.org). Example
of images included stratiform clouds colored red
or orange (to show that colored clouds are not
necessarily threatening), cumuloform clouds that
depicted animal forms (to help children learn the
joy in skywatching), and more threatening cumulonimbi and associated severe weather characteristics,
such as wall clouds, rain or hail streaks, and tornado
funnels. One of the lessons learned from the northern Colorado tornado was that residents in its path
initially thought the storm was simply an unusually
heavy rain shaft and failed to acknowledge the wedge
tornado until they observed lofted debris. After the
storm, residents (especially children) were much
more likely to become critically fearful of any unusual cloud formations, especially if lightning, hail,
or wind were being produced. Hence, the purpose
of the Good Cloud, Bad Cloud game was to help
residents regain a sense of control by teaching them
how to observe their weather environment more
thoughtfully.
As time permitted, the severe weather presentations also included simple experiments to help teach
participants about basic principles of meteorology.
For example, a hand-operated vacuum pump was
used to show how we measure pressure changes
with a barometer. Children enthusiastically helped
by working together to evacuate enough air to pop a
balloon inside the sealed jar. At one presentation, an
adult football player was invited to open the evacuated jar that had been filled with shaving cream. This
required great effort—and yielded a messy result to
the delight of the children in attendance! Other lessons involved reading thermometers and showing
how water vapor causes cooling.
At every presentation, the tornado model engaged children as its operation was explained, and
they were invited to approach the model to blow on
it and to disrupt its motion by moving their hands
through it. After using a handheld digital anemometer to measure its rotation speed (about 3 m s−1),
the students competed with one another to see how
fast each of them could blow the anemometer. This
interaction enabled UNC AMS student presenters
to make a connection with the unimaginable wind
speeds associated with real tornadoes. The purpose
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was to help students know
that we understand and can
describe the basic rotation
characteristics of a tornado for watch and warning
purposes. When using the
tornado model for inspiring discussion, a balanced
approach was needed to
ensure that tornadoes were
not made to appear insigFig. 4. (top) Number of crisis counseling contacts and (bottom) advertising
nificant while guarding
materials distributed by Colorado Spirit crisis counselors throughout both
against resurrecting fears
the ISP and RSP.
by overemphasizing the
destructive potential of tornadoes.
local businesses to provide a steady presence within
the community. The program phased down with its
THE ROLE OF CRISIS COUNSELING. As scheduled end date (Table 1), so remaining materiUNC AMS chapter members became further im- als were distributed to resource lists for community
mersed in the severe weather education program, they reference. Final program tallies reveal that about 1,300
interacted more with storm survivors and Colorado households had been visited in two separate needs
Spirit crisis counselors. In retrospect, it became clear assessments along the path of the tornado; approxithat advance knowledge about the purpose and func- mately 6,100 individuals attended group educational
tion the CCP could have helped craft an even more presentations; and nearly 27,000 informative materials
effective outreach presentation. Hence, we provide a had been distributed throughout communities affected
summary of Colorado Spirit activities and outcomes by the tornado. The fact that Colordo Spirit reached
to help empower individuals or groups of meteorolo- more people than were in direct need of assistance is
gists who may have capacity to provide outreach for consistent with their stated goal to enhance the resilrecovery and resilience building for future weather iency and preparation of the entire community with
disasters.
regard to possible future weather disasters.
Purposeful crisis counseling contacts. The guiding purpose of the CCP is to restore normalcy while helping
build resiliency to lessen the effect of possible future
severe weather events (Norris et al. 2005; Elrod et al.
2006; LeBlanc et al. 2010). CCP services are directed
toward “normal people, responding normally, to very
abnormal situations” (Flynn 1994). Most of these individuals have never sought mental health services,
requiring CCP counselors to work assiduously to provide outreach directly to places where people live and
work. As Colorado Spirit began operations in June
2008, a counseling staff was assembled to go door to
door, seeking to contact every affected resident along
the path of the tornado. Each contact included the
distribution of brochures describing available services
and support systems to aid physical and mental recovery (Fig. 4). Individuals who exhibited emotional
and psychological distress were referred to North
Range Behavioral Health (NRBH) and other existing
community resources for counseling (Drennen 2009;
Jones et al. 2009).
Crisis counselors revisited storm victims throughout
early spring 2009 and also distributed materials to
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

Outcomes of counseling services. During the first
quarter (November–January), Colorado Spirit counselors shared that many of their individual contacts
involved normalizing people’s concerns, worries, and
frustrations associated with “witnessing destruction”
and “experiencing home damage.” Counselors addressed these concerns through community meetings where individuals had a venue to voice their
frustrations and seek assistance for various needs.
Residents in the southern portion of Weld County
often resisted counselors’ efforts to support in their
recovery. Many individuals were hesitant to receive
government assistance or were annoyed because they
felt they were initially neglected. With persistence
and innovation, the counselors created a space for the
towns’ administrators to slowly welcome their presence and to encourage their crisis counseling services.
Similar challenges have been reported by directors of
several previous CCPs (Elrod et al. 2006).
During the second quarter (February–April),
the counselors continued their individual crisis
counseling contacts while extending their service
focus to groups. Initially, counselors had to work
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harder to seek out individuals because residents
became more reserved about sharing their stories.
Fewer people engaged in individual crisis counseling
services during the months of February and March
(Fig. 4). As the quarter ended, and the spring thunderstorm season returned, the counselors experienced more individual crisis counseling contacts.
Counselors reported more individuals were seeking
assistance with triggering reactions related to severe
weather, and the increase could also have been related
to the upcoming anniversary date on 22 May 2009.
Other support activities. A combination of regular
training and team sharing assured that Colorado
Spirit adequately engaged faith-based groups,
Spanish-speaking communities, school personnel,
town administrators, elderly populations, and
media partners. In addition to the severe weather
presentations with UNC AMS, Colorado Spirit developed three more presentations: self-care, disaster
preparedness, and advocacy of program services
(Table 2). Several other activities were conducted,
including holiday food box deliveries (UNC AMS
chapter members contributed), the Children’s Fair
and the Community Resource Fair, and a balloon
release on the tornado anniversary date. The Spirit
Bowl fundraiser brought together two area semiprofessional football teams—the Wyoming Wranglers
and the Broomfield Dawgs—to compete and raise
funds for disaster survivors still in need. Colorado
Spirit also organized the tornado preparedness day
at Windsor Charter Academy, which experienced a
high level of exposure as it was directly in the path
of the tornado.
LESSONS LEARNED. After a year of activity,
the severe weather education campaign evolved into
a highly valued part of Colorado Spirit’s emphasis
on community recovery. What began as an initial
experiment to alleviate fears blossomed into a force

for sharing information about crisis counseling
services about which schools and other community
groups eagerly wanted to learn more. In return, the
crisis counselors gained in-depth knowledge about
severe weather, and they were able to incorporate this
knowledge into their crisis counseling services. The
Colorado Spirit team learned that it can be difficult to
integrate all the various recovery organizations that
emerge in the aftermath of an event (Jaeger 2009),
especially when multiple local municipalities become
involved on behalf of communities having disparate
cultural and economic backgrounds. This case has
shown how focused outreach through weather education helped alleviate these challenges.
By participating in this project, UNC AMS
students learned to work as a team. They learned
to independently conduct research and then to
consolidate information into a coherent presentation that was meaningful and memorable for lay
audiences. They learned to accept constructive
critique from independent reviewers (Colorado
Spirit counselors) and to learn from their initial
experiences to improve the presentation. All of these
skills are important for overall professional development and could help the participating students gain
employment in the discipline. Meteorology students
are generally fascinated with weather, but they infrequently pause to consider the effect weather has
on personal lives. In gaining this perspective, these
students will become more effective weather communicators as they become professionals working in
their discipline (see the sidebar for selected quotes
from UNC meteorology students involved in the
Colorado Spirit project).
One component of this project that has been
underserved is planning and evaluation. By nature,
CCPs are launched as a responsive organization,
relying on innovation to hire and train personnel
while adapting services and collaboration to the specific needs of the affected community. Retrospective

Table 2. Colorado Spirit presentations for group counseling, in addition to severe weather education.
Self-care and stress management

Disaster preparedness

Services and history

• Informative presentations on coping
skills and self-care regarding stress
and emotional reactions to issues
related to the tornado.

• Showed how creating a disaster plan
bolsters emotional recovery.

• Provided updates about active services.

• Provided tools for residents to
control their own environment amid
unpredictable weather conditions.

• Gained outside exposure and facilitated
referrals for future presentations and
contacts.

• Presented to community organizations.

• Fostered community resiliency,
as attendees were encouraged to
create and share disaster plans with
neighbors.
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evaluation of CCPs
Select quotations from UNC meteorology students
shows that they are
effective in restoring
involved in the Colorado Spirit project
norma lcy (Norris
“While working at Colorado SPIRIT I realized that tornadoes cause more
et al. 2005, 2009),
than just physical damage; there is psychological and emotional damage as
although standardwell. As meteorologists we tend to focus on only the physical damage and we
ized assessment and
don’t stop to think of the lasting effects an event like this has on the people
data collection proinvolved.”
cedures just recently
“One of the things I found as both a meteorologist and a psychologist is that
began to appear in
knowledge is empowering. Kids who wouldn’t even talk (one of many ways kids
t he a f ter mat h of
express trauma) began speaking again after learning what weather is about
Hurricane Katrina
and that it can be fun, taking with them a new fascination and respect for
(Norris and Bellamy
weather, as well as knowledge of how to protect themselves.”
2009).
“Being a part of a group such as Colorado SPIRIT helped me grow as a person
UNC AMS weathand a meteorologist. Most people in the meteorological community focus
er outreach activion the physical aspects of the atmosphere. Being a part of this group really
ties—including those
brought my attention to the societal impacts of what we study. It gave me a
not coordinated by
renewed sense of purpose and helped me to realize that being a meteoroloColorado Spirit—also
gist isn’t just a job and a passion; it is also, directly and indirectly, a way to save
lives and help repair ones that have been broken.”
have not adequately
sought to define objectives, data collection, or evaluation. Future outreach presentations by AC K N OW LE DG M E NT S . Colorado Spirit was
UNC AMS or any other weather organization could be funded by FEMA Grant 4 H07 SM00254-01-2 under
strengthened by following implementation guidelines federal disaster FEMA-1762-DR-CO. Jillian Broce and
similar to those discussed by Koehler et al. (1999), Candy Brunner were pivotal leaders involved in the deFrancek (2002), Kesidou and Koppal (2004), Gutstein velopmental phase of Colorado Spirit, whose innovative
et al. (2006), Rao et al. (2007), Brownlee (2008), and thinking led to the partnership with UNC meteorology
Roebber et al. (2010). Furthermore, those involved in students. This project could not have existed without the
outreach will benefit from learning more about the enthusiastic participation of UNC meteorology students
CCP and mental health services by taking a psychology Danny Barandiaran, Daryl Brynda, Tracy Chipps, Lisa
course or reading background literature such as Kilmer Coco, Mallory Davis, Becky Elliott, Grant Gutierrez,
et al. (2010). One of the meteorology students involved Kim Insana, Brooke Lewis, Christina Mares, Charlotte
crossed this multidisciplinary divide and was employed Moon, Chris Outler, Kevin Pollock, and Sean Rocheford.
by Colorado Spirit during spring 2009; another meteo- Comments from David Padgett, Russ Schumacher, and
rology student began a second major in psychology.
a third anonymous reviewer helped improve the quality
This essay has sought to contribute information of this essay.
about how weather education can play a pivotal
role in physical and psychological recovery in the
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